Body composition in Chinese subjects: comparison with data from North America.
A multiple tracer dilution method measuring total body water, extracellular water, plasma volume, and red cell volume was used to study body composition. Healthy Chinese subjects were compared to a group of Chinese patients with various newly diagnosed gastrointestinal disorders scheduled for elective operation. Compositional data obtained from these groups showed no significant differences in compartmentalization, suggesting absence of major changes during the early stages of certain gastrointestinal diseases. In addition, healthy Chinese subjects were compared to a group of healthy Americans previously evaluated by similar dilutional methods. In males, body weight (kg) differed considerably (Chinese = 62.1 +/- 2.0 versus American = 72.5 +/- 4.1, p less than 0.02) and could be explained by alterations in body fat (Chinese = 12.4 +/- 1.3 versus American = 19.2 +/- 2.2, p less than 0.02) and extracellular water (Chinese = 14.4 +/- 0.5 versus American = 16.8 +/- 0.8, p less than 0.02). Functional tissue ("body cell mass") was similar in the 2 groups which suggested that Chinese have comparable body composition without an additional fat burden. The multiple tracer technique using deuterium oxide, sodium bromide, Evans dye, and Cr51 for body compositional assessment is accurate but expensive and laborious. Therefore, equally precise but more economical bedside methods are needed for routine compositional analysis.